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Themes & Mechanics 

 
Esparand introduces four new keyword abilities: 

Foreshadow {cost} (Pay {cost} and play with this card revealed from your hand. You can’t cast it this turn. 

Foreshadow only as a sorcery.) 

On Esparand, the future is often already known because it happened before. Foreshadow shows your opponent the 

cause of his or her inevitable demise. Each spell with foreshadow has a more powerful effect if it was foreshadowed. 

Once foreshadowed, the card remains revealed and foreshadowed for as long as it is in the player’s hand. 

Epitaph {cost} (When this is put into your graveyard from anywhere, you may pay {cost} and remember it. 

Otherwise, exile it.) 

What do you do when you’ve seen the future and know the very second of your own death? Epitaph allows your 

creatures to still have an effect on the game even after they’ve died. Epitaph represents two abilities. The first is a 

triggered ability: “When this card is put into your graveyard from anywhere, exile it unless you pay its epitaph cost.” 

The second ability states: “As this card’s epitaph cost is paid, it becomes remembered for as long as it's in your 

graveyard.’” Each card with epitaph has an additional ability that is only active as long as the card is remembered. 

Consign {cost} (Pay {cost} and exile this card from your hand consigned to target creature you control. That 

creature gains “T: You may cast a copy of the exiled card without paying its mana cost.” Consign only as a sorcery.) 

The inhabitants of Esparand set great value upon preserving their knowledge, so it might survive the chaos of time. 

Consign allows your creatures to cast your instants or sorceries each turn again and again. You may consign a card 

only at any time you could cast a sorcery, but the creature’s ability can be activated at any time. You exile the card as 

part of the cost, but it doesn’t become consigned to the creature until the ability resolves. If the consigned card is 

removed from exile, it’s no longer consigned to the creature. 

Scry X (To scry X, look at the top X cards of your library. Put any number of them on the bottom of your library in 

any order and the rest on top in any order.) 

To some extent, the timeline on Esparand can be manipulated. Scry, a returning mechanic, allows you to smooth out 

your draws and reduces the variance of a game. 

 

Other themes & mechanics: 

Chaotic 
Different timelines merge with each other on Esparand. Cards are chaotic and disordered with many references to 

past expansions. Only rare cards are chaotic. 

Time Reversal  

Time Reversal is an ability word with no exact rules meaning. It merely signals an activated ability, that when 

activated more or less reverses the effects of the ability preceding it on the card. 

Oases 

Oasis is a new land subtype. Some cards care about you controlling an Oasis. 

 



A PlAneswAlker’s Guide to Esparand 

Chapter I – Storm of Time 
 

“My name is Telar. I come from a chaotic world, a world where time flows unpredictably and darkness looms over 

every aeon. A phenomenon known as the Storm of Time holds scourge over this world. It intertwines the past, the 

present and the future, it shows your own death to you and it even raises the dead from their grave. Amongst this 

chaos, I became somewhat a legend to my people, due to my millennia-long struggle with the guardian of time, the 

“Beholder.” This being is the most powerful from among those that call themselves gods; and the most malicious. 

We do not know the true nature of these beings or their origin. They are tied to the Storm of Time, but they are 

certainly not gods. 

Years ago, the Beholder took away my beloved wife, Jaleh. Still young and brash back then, I recklessly experimented 

on the Storm of Time. I tried to use it to rewind the events of the past and bring my wife back to me. But I failed. I 

wandered to every aeon imaginable, always hiding from the omnipresent gaze of the Beholder. And although the 

people of Esparand have accepted the Storm of Time as mundane, that the flow of time has always been chaotic and 

unpredictable, now that my days are coming to an end, I realize that I was the one who created it. I know now that 

my lifelong struggle was futile; it is I that I must stop. But I am old and weak now and I need more time to solve the 

last pieces of the puzzle. 

However, all is not lost yet. Long ago, the Beholder told me that I was destined to fail, that the past and the future 

are already written and nothing I do can change it. Maybe he is right and I cannot. But I know someone who can: 

Niusha. The planeswalker. It was written that she will die, but she cheated death by igniting her spark. This event 

was not predestined; it was not supposed to happen. The girl may very well be the key to change the future of my 

plane, and its past. I have to meet her!” 

Telar narrates his own timeline. Events that happened in his past may very well have taken place in the future. 

  



The Storm of Time 

Time on Esparand is not a steady stream, but a multidimensional fabric, with many knots, loops and branching paths. 

The timeline is perturbed by a phenomenon known as the Storm of Time. Before its existence, time existed as a 

tranquil stream, flowing steadily just like everywhere else in the multiverse. But due to its influence, new dimensions 

unfolded in which time can propagate. As the mortal mind is not fit to fathom the complex fabric of time, Esparand’s 

inhabitants still use concepts such as past and future, but they fail to describe the nature of things in some 

situations. 

The paths the storm has opened for time to flow are largely uncoupled from the rest of the multiverse and therefore 

the timeline on Esparand does not coincide with that of the multiverse. In fact, time appears to be frozen for an 

outside observer for he cannot see into the additional dimensions. Planeswalkers that travel onto Esparand enter 

the plane somewhere along the timeline, and they have to find a way to travel to the right aeon after they arrived. 

The Storm of Time can cause different temporal phenomena. Its most frequent form is that of a turbulent cyclone. In 

their eyes are windows to another aeon, with leaps of up to 100,000 years. It can also appear in the form of a large 

thundercloud that drifts over the land, sucking everything in its way into it. What disappears in it might reappear 

somewhere else along the timeline if the same thundercloud exists there as well. However, time leaps caused by 

these phenomena are in general much smaller. The most violent storms are often accompanied by temporal 

discharges. These lightning strikes have the tendency to create time paradoxes. 

No one knows the cause of the storm’s existence, but its origins must be somewhere among the only epoch that is 

inaccessible by time travel – the unknown age. 
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Card Pairs & Cycles 

Esparand has five card pairs and eight cycles. 

Card Pairs 

• Stitched Sacrilege and Scavenging Ant are both common 3/5 creatures that cost 1 less to cast for each creature 

card in your graveyard. 

• Sethkal Husk and Skeletal Bloomer are both defensive common creatures with converted mana cost 2 that can 

mill one card during your upkeep. 

• Telar, the Wearied and Telar, the Reckless are two mythic creatures representing the same character. 

• Planar Decay and Divine Retribution are both multicolored colorshifted cards of monocolored cards. 

• Turtle Island and Ankhal, the Cthonic Crypt are both colorshifted lands. 

Cycles 

• Epitaph Creatures: Each of these common creatures has a keyword ability and an epitaph that grants that 

keyword ability to creatures you control of its color – Knight of the Barrens, Arakk Stormbringer, Darkmoon 

Cultist, Bloodhorn Stomper, and Mayeli Grovekeeper. 

• Foreshadow Cycle: Each of these uncommon cards has a foreshadow cost of its enemy color in clockwise 

direction – Celestial Judge, Relic Thief, Inveterate Taint, Bloodhorn Avenger, and Pond Eidolon. 

• Enemy Color Rare Cycles: There are two rare enemy colored cards for each color combination. Two of these are 

replaced with monocolored off-color activation cards and one is replaced by a hybrid card – Borrowed Time, 

Beholder’s Judgment, Infinite Archive, Mirza, the Shaper, Planar Decay, Boneyard Ooze, Divine Retribution, 

Voyaging Prince, Ophidian Mystic, and Think into Existence. 

• Rewind Cycle: Each of these rare cards has the Rewind ability word – Borrowed Time, Paradox Caves, Vizier of 

Qareh, Bronzescale Hellkite, and Toy with Life. 

• Sequencing Vertical Cycle: Each of these cards has a “Choose one – A, then B; or B, then A” templating – Mad 

Machinations, Paradoxic Birth, and Think into Existence. 

• Oasis Lands: Each of these common lands has the Oasis subtype, enters the battlefield tapped, taps for one color 

of mana, and has an enter-the-battlefield effect – Barren Pools, Forgotten Vale, Cursed Ruin, Outland Fort, and 

Emerald Oasis. 

• Enemy colored Manlands: Each of these rare lands enters the battlefield tapped, taps for either of two enemy 

colors, and can be activated to become a creature until end of turn – Horizon Flats, Steamrift Bluffs, Walking 

Boneyard, Stonefist Spire, and Mystic Rock. 

  



Limited Guide 

General 

Enemy color combinations are slightly better supported than allied color combinations. In addition to synergies 

being more carefully evaluated between those colors, they are supported by an enemy color cycle at uncommon and 

three cycles at rare. 

These are the main strategies associated with the enemy color combinations: 

Orzhov: Tokens, death-triggers and sacrifice outlets. 

Izzet: Consign tempo with heavy instant & sorcery focus. 

Golgari: Self-mill, eventually reanimator, or midrange. 

Boros: Token aggro. 

Simic: Self-mill value deck. 

Allied color combinations can be drafted. Particularly, Dimir decks are a viable strategy. Green also has an aggro and 

midrange component to it, whose potential cannot be fully harnessed in combination with its enemy colors. 

Selesnya or Gruul beatdown decks are therefore also possible. 

These are the main strategies associated with the allied color combinations: 

Azorius: Millout control, or skies. 

Dimir: Millout control, or reanimator. 

Rakdos: Consign aggro, or reanimator. 

Gruul: Oasis aggro. 

Selesnya: Oasis midrange. 

  



High Picks 

The following common and uncommon cards are high picks in their respective colors. Look out for these cards if 

you’re in the respective color. However, cards in each color are separated into at least two distinct strategies, and 

some cards may not be compatible with both of these strategies. 

White 

 

White does not have any common that clearly stands out above the rest. Crescent Paladin is just a very efficient 

creature that’s relevant both in the early and late game. Pulse of Purging is a very expensive removal spell, but the 

advantage of its ability to trade “2-for-1” cannot be understated. Graveyard hate is very relevant in this format and 

Pulse of Purging is the best one in the set. At uncommon, white gets Arrest, just a very good card. 

Honorable Mentions: Phantom of the Past, Spectral Guide 

  



Blue 

 

Just like white, blue does not have any commons that are clearly above all others. The pick order depends on the 

strategy you are drafting. For an aggressive deck, Psychic Blades is the best common. It is a highly versatile card: It 

can be used as a simple combat trick, a repeatable combat trick, or as a win condition. Merfolk Oracle is better in 

defensive decks and provides useful filtering and a defensive body to block with. Stream of Knowledge is the best 

uncommon in the set. It can run away with the game easily if you are on parity. What if you are behind? Cycle it! 

Honorable Mentions: Astronomy, Sewer Stalker 

Black 

 

The best commons in black are Darkmoon Cultist and Immorticide. Darkmoon Cultist has hands-down the best 

epitaph from among the common creatures and is very good in a heavy black deck. Immorticide is a four mana 

instant removal that kills everything: Excellent card. Bloodlord of Qareh has yet again a very powerful epitaph and 

its body is nothing to sneeze at, too. 

Honorable Mentions: Zombify, Veiled Ascension 



Red 

 

Tomb Robber stands out as the best red common. It has a very powerful epitaph for an aggressive deck. A more 

controlling deck will take Flame of the Sands over it, though. Exiling a creature shuts down any possible epitaph 

shenanigans. Prince of Fire is a very scary creature. Its ability will trigger from every consign activation and can 

therefore either machine-gun your opponents board or become nigh unblockable in the right deck. 

Honorable Mentions: Outland Fort (Land), Temporal Lightning 

Green 

 

In every set, green gets a very efficient midrange beater. In Esparand, that creature is Elephant Caravan. Its excellent 

synergy with Psychic Blades has to be noted. There are a lot of good commons in green, and picking the best ones is 

tough. Envoys of Lanuznari earns a spot, because it has a very appealing body and an epitaph that can eventually 

win the game. Mana accelerators have always been great in limited, but Descendant of Sethek can even trade in 

combat due to its deathtouch. This makes it clearly the best green card save for rares. 

Honorable Mentions: Mirage Spirit, Primal Roar 



Archetypes 

Here, most of the archetypes discussed under “General” are looked at more in depth. Some of the key cards are 

shown as well as the main goal of the deck is explained. 

Orzhov Tokens 

The black-white tokens deck plays creatures with death triggers, token generators and sacrifice outlets. Token 

generators (1/1 white Spirits with flying) are mainly located in white, but black also gets access to those in the form 

of 2/2 black Zombie tokens.  

Both colors have access to very good removal in this set, and this deck can handle therefore most threats, while 

clocking the opponent with lifedrain and flying creatures. 

The deck can replace either black and white with red as the second color, as red also gets a few token generators 

and global power pump effects. 

The deck has potential access to Angelic Resolve, an uncommon white enchantment that gives all your flyers +1/+1. 

A deck built around that card can be very powerful if it gets a lot of Spirit token generators, and/or flyers from black. 

 

  



Naya Oases 

The Oasis decks most likely play two of the three Naya colors, but all work very similarly. In these colors, there are 

many creatures and spells that care about you controlling one or more oases. The one with the most potential from 

among those is Fist of Mayeli, which gets +1/+1 for each Oasis you control when it attacks. Depending on how many 

you pick up of these, you want to prioritize picking up oases. 

There are six common oases in the set: One for each color, and a colorless. The colorless Prophetic Pools, as well as 

those in Naya colors are very valuable as their effects are useful in this deck. The black oasis Cursed Ruin can also be 

justified playing as a colorless land because of its powerful effect. Avoid playing the blue oasis Forgotten Vale unless 

you really need to increase your oasis count. 

The red oasis Outland Fort is the most powerful and should be picked up early. 



Reanimator 

Dedicated reanimation strategies are possible in Esparand. Not only is Zombify printed as a common (along with 

more reanimation spells at higher rarities), there are also a few nigh uncastable giant creatures in the set which you 

can always pick up late. 

A reanimator deck requires black as a main color and can play any combination of blue, red and/or green as the 

second color. 

The most important aspect to a successful reanimation strategy is picking up a good mix of reanimation targets, 

reanimation spells and enablers. Enablers exist in all colors named above. While milling creatures can work, you 

want to have a way to get creatures from your hand into the graveyard. Astronomy is clearly the best option and can 

enable a turn four Dune Gorger. Black has access to Cavern Minotaur, while red has access to Mad Machinations. 

Green only has access to self-mill, but can play Memorial Druid to potentially hard-cast those fatties. 

 

  



Simic Self-Mill 

A more self-mill centered graveyard based deck exists. It plays creatures that get cheaper or bigger for each creature 

card in your graveyard, and of course epitaph creatures. 

When playing an epitaph centered deck, it is important to sequence self-mill spells correctly. Many mill cards 

function so they steadily mill during your upkeep so that you can have mana open to pay for the epitaph cost, but 

you have consider if you want to play Forgotten Vale or Seed Life on turn one respectively turn two. 

In this deck, play a good amount of defensive creatures such as Mayeli Grovekeeper and enough card draw so that 

you don’t end up with fifteen mana at your disposal but nothing to do with it. 

If you can pick up an early Sepulchral Genesis, you can consider building your deck specifically around that card: A 

Dune Gorger in the graveyard means that you will get a 9/9 token for four mana! 

 

  



Izzet Consign 

A very potent tempo deck exists in Izzet colors. You cast a consign spell each time you activate the ability and it will 

trigger the ability of Philter Imps for example. 

Red and blue offer the highest number of consign spells, but you can also play black instead and get access to Lich’s 

Secrets as well as aggressive creatures. Rakdos consign is a viable alternative to the more obvious Izzet build. The 

most important card for the Izzet build is Psychic Blades, which can lead to very quick wins. 

Consign spells act as pseudo auras. As such, the obvious weakness of this deck is the exposure to two-for-ones. Some 

consign spells can also be played just as an ordinary instant, while for others there is really no point, so you’ll have to 

accept this weakness as part of the strategy. Chronomancer can alleviate this weakness. 

You also have to consider which creatures you pick up to consign your spell onto. Resilient creatures such as Spire 

Wardens are excellent targets, but you can also consign onto a Goblin token from Tribal Gathering, as you do not 

care about losing that creature. 

You also have to consider that consign locks out the creature from attacking. Therefore, Simic consign builds built 

upon the excellent synergy between Psychic Blades and Elephant Caravan are an option. 

  



MillOut 

Of course, you do not have to mill yourself, but can instead use mill spells as your win condition. Mill decks are 

generally centered in blue and black, but can also play Azorius colors. 

In this deck, you play defensive creatures, a ton of removal and a few dedicated mill cards such as Enter Madness. 

But only very few spells mill and do nothing else. Instead, milling is mostly tacked onto creatures or other effects. 

These cards should be prioritized. 

  



Boros Aggro 

 

The Boros aggro deck is similar to builds discussed previously, namely the Naya Oasis decks or the Orzhov tokens 

deck. It plays a good number of cheap aggressive creatures, token generators and global pump effects such as 

Outland Fort. 

Dedicating yourself to this strategy can reward you with a nigh unbeatable deck if it comes together. Call the 

Ancestors with Tomb Robber in the graveyard? Good game. 

While the oasis decks can work in either of the three Naya colors, this deck has to be specifically Boros. 

  



FAQ 

Why is Epitaph worded the way it is? 

Epitaph could be worded by simply binding the static ability to the creature being in the graveyard, using the 

wording “As long as this creature is in your graveyard, {effect},” without introducing the term “remember.” 

However, this entails that the ability will be active immediately. When a creature with epitaph is put into the 

graveyard, the epitaph ability triggers. While the trigger is on the stack, the static ability would be active even though 

the cost isn’t paid yet. Depending on the static ability, this can lead to weird interactions. 

The epitaph payment also must be a triggered ability and cannot be solved with a replacement effect. Not only 

should the opponent be able to exile the creature before the epitaph ability activates, a replacement effect also 

would render you unable to activate abilities such as the one of Arbor Elf in response to the epitaph payment. 

Therefore, the term “remember” was added. You remember a creature when you pay its epitaph cost and it remains 

remembered for as long as it remains in your graveyard. 

Why is Foreshadow worded the way it is? 

Foreshadow could be solved by exiling the card from your hand and then allowing you to cast the card from exile. 

The reason foreshadow instead revealed the card in your hand was purely due to flavor. 

An earlier version of foreshadow simply revealed the card from your hand during the activation of the ability and 

didn’t command you to play with that card revealed until you cast it. The wording on that version of the mechanic, 

however, had to reference “Spells with this card’s name” in its reminder text, which was very confusing to players. 

Most of the epitaph effects seem too powerful. 

Epitaph has to matter. If these creatures only provided marginal effects, players would more often than not elect to 

ignore the epitaph payment and instead cast another spell, so they don’t lose too much tempo. An important aspect 

of epitaph is that some of the effects can eventually win the game, just as the accumulated card advantage of 

flashback spells can win the game. 

Cosign goes infinite with many older cards, such as Cinder Pyromancer. 

I am aware of this interaction. I decided that this should not prevent me from making this mechanic the way it is 

now. Most of these infinite combos are slower and less resilient than the Splinter-Twin combo, and not a major 

concern. However, Blistercoil Weird would be banned in Modern if Esparand was released. 

  



Disclaimer 

I do not own any artworks depicted here. The artworks were taken from various websites and properly credited to 

the artists at the bottom of each card. I do not have any financial interest in making this set and using these artworks 

should be seen as advertisement for the respective artists and their amazing work. However, if you own an artwork 

depicted here and don't want me to use it, notify me and I will remove it. 

Magic: The Gathering is ™ & © 1993-2013 Wizards of the Coast LLC. 

 


